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Abstract: The aim of the current study was to assess the cadmium (Cd) phytoremediation potential
of Helianthus annuus L. that was exposed to 50, 100, and 150 mg/kg of cadmium for 15, 30, and
60 days with application of EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) in the soil and IAA (indole
acetic acid) as a foliar spray. The results indicated that the concentration, duration of exposure, and
amount of Cd affect the phytoremediation potential. The maximum Cd was observed at 60 days
(32.05, 16.86, and 10.63%) of Cd application, compared to 15 (2.04, 0.60, and 1.17%) or 30 days (8.41,
3.93, and 4.20%, respectively), in a dose-dependent manner. The application of EDTA in the soil
and foliar IAA enhanced the Cd accumulation in the plants at 15, 30, and 60 days of exposure, with
maximum accumulation at 60 days. Exposed plants with foliar IAA application showed 64.82%,
33.77%, and 25.84% absorption at 50, 100, and 150 mg/kg, respectively. Apart from higher absorption,
the cadmium translocation to the edible part of the plants ceased, i.e., the seeds had 0% accumulation.
The interesting fact was recorded that efficient phytoremediation was recorded at 15 days of exposure,
whereas maximum phytoremediation was recorded at 60 days of exposure. To minimize the stress,
the host also produced stress-related metabolites (i.e., flavonoids, phenolics, proline, and sugar)
and antioxidants (i.e., catalases and ascorbate peroxidases). From the current evidence, it could be
assumed that the use of EDTA and IAA, along with hyperaccumulating plants, could be a possible
green method to remediate Cd-contaminated soil efficiently in a short period of time.

Keywords: sunflower; EDTA; IAA; short exposure duration; efficient cadmium remediation

1. Introduction

The release of heavy metals to the environment is very common in the current world.
They mainly contaminate the soil and water, which plays havoc with the lives of both
flora and fauna [1]. Soil reclamation through physical means is a cost-effective, labor-
consuming, and time-efficient process with many side effects in the form of environmental
imbalance in nutrients uptake, disturbed food chains, and effects on various nutrient-
cycling phenomenon [2]. Moreover, increasing demand for food and forage crops for the
world’s population is the need of the hour. Striving for the fulfillment of the need for food
for human beings and livestock results in the contamination of the environment by various
agencies [3]. Anthropogenic activities are the main forces responsible for the contamination
of soil by heavy metals [4]. The toxicity levels of heavy metals increase with increases in
their sources and decrease in sinks or with no sinks. In such a scenario, even an essential
heavy metal becomes toxic [5].

Cadmium is one of the heavy metals that is nonessential, and beyond the threshold
levels is highly toxic and lethal to micro- and macro-flora and -fauna. The total Cd levels
present in the soil do not inevitably reflect the Cd bioavailability to the host plants [6]
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because Cd’s varied distributions (adsorbed vs. free) and various chemical configurations
(chemical speciation) impact its phytoavailability. Because it is primarily present in soil
attached to the exchangeable solid phases, cadmium is comparatively accessible for plant
absorption [7] and thus readily released into the soil solution. Cd is mostly found in the
soil solution as the Cd2+ ion or as inorganic or organic compounds. Cd may reversibly
bind to soil particles such as organic matter or Fe and Mn oxides in the solid phase. Cd
is mostly absorbed by plants when they come into contact with pore water, which is the
end result of Cd being divided between the liquid and solid phases of soil [8]. Damage to
agricultural crops is a serious matter for plant physiologists and ecologists as a result of
Cd availability and uptake [9]. It results in a reduction in the yield of the crop and, on the
other hand, acts as a serious pollutant for soil and water. Apart from that, the cadmium
is considered a group A contaminant and has carcinogenic and mutagenic properties in
plants, animals, and particularly humans [10].

Due to ever-growing populations and increasing food demands, these contaminated
lands can be left barren. In developing countries such as Pakistan, the cadmium con-
centration ranges from 0.03 to 0.07 mg/L [11]. To decrease the gap between production
and demands, these agricultural lands must be made cultivable and contaminant-free. To
remove the contaminants, particularly Cd, from the environment, several techniques are in
practice to identify a cost-effective and viable method among them. Phytoremediation is
considered a green way to remove the metal from the environment. It is a “plant-based
method”, in which elemental contaminants are extracted and removed from the envi-
ronment or have their soil bioavailability reduced [12,13]. Even at low quantities, ionic
substances in the soil can be absorbed by plants through their root systems. In order to
absorb heavy metals and control their bioavailability, plants stretch their root systems into
the soil matrix and create rhizosphere ecosystems, recovering the contaminated soil and
maintaining soil fertility [14]. The differential adsorption–desorption properties of heavy
metals alone and in combinations have differential effects on their transport in the soil,
which may be utilized efficiently in phytoremediation practices. For instance, the recovery
ratio of Cd ions from porous matter was higher than Pb ions, which was attributed to the
lower adsorption of Cd ions on the solid matrix [15]. Similarly, the transport of Pb was
found to be influenced by silica powders in porous media [16].

The use of phytoremediation has benefits. In addition to being easy to manage and
inexpensive to install and maintain, phytoremediation has the following advantages: (i) it
can reduce the introduction of pollutants to the environment and ecosystem; (ii) it can be
used on a large-scale field; (iii) it can be easily disposed of; (iv) it prevents erosion and metal
leaching by stabilizing heavy metals, reducing the risk of contaminants spreading; and
(v) it stabilizes heavy metals [17]. In the current study, sunflowers were used as remedial
plants for cadmium remediation, whereas EDTA was supplemented in the soil and IAA
was applied as foliar spray to enhance their remediation potential and efficiently remove
the cadmium from the contaminated site.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Soil Preparation

Plant growth medium was prepared by mixing sand (~0.5 mm), clay (~0.002 mm),
and manure in a 2:1:1 ratio to make a sandy loam for better sunflower growth. The
pots were filled with 5 kg of soil and were kept in the screen house at Abdul Wali Khan
University Mardan.

2.2. Experimental Design

For the pot experiment, healthy and viable seeds of H. annuus L. (Hysun-33) were
obtained from the agriculture research center in Mardan. The seeds were surface-sterilized
with 70% ethanol, followed by rinsing with sterilized distilled water to remove the ethanol.
The experiment was a factorial combination of three factors, i.e., Cd treatments (0, 50,
100, and 150 mg/kg of soil), EDTA supplemented in the soil in the form of an EDTA
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solution (5 mM (500 mL of solution in each pot)), the foliar application of IAA using a
portable spray machine (2.5 µM solution sprayed at 5-day intervals until final harvest),
and the combination of EDTA and IAA with selected metal levels. All the treatments had
three replicates with four plants per replicate, which were allowed to grow in greenhouse
conditions. The pots were properly irrigated with common tap water systematically in
the morning and evening. For plants harvested at 15 and 30 days of exposure, only the
root shoot lengths, fresh and dry weights, and metal contents were recorded. However,
for plants harvested after 60 days of exposure, the effects of cadmium, EDTA, and IAA
were recorded on different parameters, including growth and physiological attributes and
cadmium accumulation in the presence and absence of EDTA and IAA.

2.3. Estimation of Indole Acetic Acid and Salicylic Acid

The indole acetic acid was determined by the protocol used by Hussain and Has-
nain [18], whereas the salicylic acid was estimated using the protocol of Warrier et al. [19].

2.4. Quantification of Metabolites

The total flavonoid contents were extracted by macerating 0.5 g of fresh leaves of the
host in 5 mL of 80% ethanol and incubating for 24 h in a shaker. Following incubation,
centrifugation was performed at 10,000 rpm at 25 ◦C for 15 min. Pellets were removed, and
supernatants were used for flavonoid determination using the AlCl3 method, as mentioned
earlier [20].

To extract the phenolics, 1 g of plant leaves were crushed in 16 mL of ethanol and
incubated at 30 ◦C for 3 h. Following incubation, centrifugation was performed for 10 min at
10,000 rpm in normal conditions. The supernatants were filtered via Whatman No. 42 filter
paper, and the volume was reduced to 1 mL using a rotary evaporator at 40 ◦C. The
concentrated filtrate was resuspended in 10 mL of dH2O, and phenolics were determined
using the method of El Far [20].

The extraction of proline was performed from the leaves of the host using 0.2 g of
fresh leaves (macerated to fine powder in liquid nitrogen) with 1 mL of 60% ethanol. The
resultant mixture was kept for incubation at 4 ◦C for about 24 h. The reaction mixtures were
centrifuged for 5 min at 10,000 rpm. To remove nearly all of the proline from the leaves, the
procedure was repeated. Proline was estimated using the technique of Bates et al. [21].

2.5. Determination of Antioxidant Response

To assess the CAT activity, the cleavage of H2O2 was assessed [22]. A mixture of 3%
H2O2 (0.4 mL) and 0.1 mM EDTA in 2.6 mL of 50 mM PBS (pH 7) was added to 0.1 mL of
supernatant. The decrease in H2O2 was noted by the decline in optical density at 240 nm,
which was considered degradation by µM H2O2 min−1.

The protocol of Asada [23] was used for the estimation of APX in the leaves of the host.
For the reaction to start, approximately 0.2 mL of leaf extracts were mixed with 0.1 mL of
0.5 mM ascorbic acid, 0.6 mL of 50 mM PBS (pH 7.0), and 0.1 mL of 0.1 mM H2O2. The
decline in O.D was noted at 290 nm and expressed as U mg−1 protein (U = change of
0.1 absorbance min−1 mg−1 of protein).

The protein contents were estimated for each extract according to Bradford [24]. The
chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments were quantified according to the method reported by
Schoefs [25].

2.6. Estimation of the Metal in Plant Biomass

For the estimation of the metals in the plant parts treated with the aforementioned
levels of Cd, 0.5 g of oven-dried samples were weighted and subjected to acid digestion.
The process of acid digestion was started by adding 1 mL of perchloric acid (HClO4) and
4 mL of nitric acid (HNO3) to the oven-dried plant samples. The mixture was filtered
using Whatman 42 filter paper after cooling at 30 ◦C. With distilled water, the mixture’s
final volume was changed to 25 mL. As a positive control solution, control plant samples
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underwent the same processing as the experimental samples. Similar steps were taken to
produce the blank solution but without including the sample. The cadmium was quantified
through an atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Perkin–Elmer model 700, MA, USA)
following the protocol of Amin et al. [26].

2.7. Data Analysis

The experiments were repeated three times, and the data obtained from the factorial
experiments were grouped into cadmium, cadmium/EDTA, cadmium/IAA, and cad-
mium/EDTA/IAA treatment conditions. An analysis of variance and Duncan’s multiple
range test were performed using SPSS Statistical Package v. 21 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) to
determine the significance at p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Effects of Cadmium, EDTA, and IAA on the Agronomic Attributes of H. annuus L.

When exposing sunflowers to the aforementioned supplementation of Cd and the
application of the EDTA and IAA, the growth attributes were influenced significantly
(Figure 1a). Dose-dependent decreases of 15, 22, and 25% were recorded at 50 mg/kg to
150 mg/kg, respectively, in the shoot and root length of the host plants. The application
of EDTA in the presence of Cd significantly improved the shoot and root length as the
level of Cd increased. However, the length was lower compared to the untreated control.
On the other hand, a similar enhancement in the shoot and root length was also recorded
upon the foliar application of IAA, reducing the effects of Cd by 8, 9, and 7% at 50, 100,
and 150 mg/kg, respectively. Similar declines were also noted in the case of the total
chlorophyll contents of the host plants, showing dose-dependent declines as the metal
concentration increased from 0 mg to 150 mg/kg (Figure 1b). An improvement was
recorded with the application of EDTA with the application of 50 mg/kg of Cd. However,
no further improvement was recorded with the application of EDTA or IAA, separately or
in combination, at all concentrations of the metal in the soil.
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errors, where the different letters represent significant differences at p ≤ 0.05. T1 = control, T2= 50 

mg/kg Cd, T3= 100 mg/kg Cd, T4= 150 mg/kg Cd, T5= 50 mg/kg Cd + EDTA, T6= 100 mg/kg Cd 

+EDTA, T7= 150 mg/kg Cd + EDTA, T8= 50 mg/kg Cd + EDTA + IAA, T9= 100 mg/kg Cd + EDTA + 

IAA, T10= 150 mg/kg Cd + EDTA + IAA. 
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Figure 1. Effects of different levels of Cd under EDTA and IAA application on root and shoot length
(a) and chlorophyll contents (b) of H. annuus. Data are the means of three replicates ± standard errors,
where the different letters represent significant differences at p ≤ 0.05. T1 = control, T2 = 50 mg/kg
Cd, T3 = 100 mg/kg Cd, T4 = 150 mg/kg Cd, T5 = 50 mg/kg Cd + EDTA, T6 = 100 mg/kg Cd + EDTA,
T7 = 150 mg/kg Cd + EDTA, T8 = 50 mg/kg Cd + EDTA + IAA, T9 = 100 mg/kg Cd + EDTA + IAA,
T10 = 150 mg/kg Cd + EDTA + IAA.

3.2. Determination of Phytohormones

During the exposure of the host plant to the aforementioned levels of cadmium,
a concentration-based significant decline was noted in the endogenous IAA synthesis in
the sunflower as the metal level increased in the soil (Figure 2a). The supplementation of
EDTA in the soil and IAA as a foliar spray improved the IAA production. However, the
amount of endogenous IAA was lower than that of untreated plants. A contrary tendency
was noted in the case of SA production, showing an opposite trend to IAA production
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(Figure 2b). A direct relation of SA with the metal concentration was recorded, where an
increase in the metal concentration increased the SA production. However, the application
of EDTA and IAA inversely regulated the SA production, i.e., with the application of EDTA
and IAA and an increasing metal concentration, a decline was recorded in the salicylic
acid production.
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 Figure 2. Effects of Cd levels, EDTA, and IAA on (a) indole acetic acid and (b) salicylic acid of
H. annuus. Data are the means of three replicates ± standard errors, and the letters represent
significant differences (p < 0.05).

3.3. Determination of Metabolites

Treating plants with the selected levels of cadmium negatively impacted the endoge-
nous flavonoid production in the host plants. A concentration-based reduction in the
accumulated flavonoid content was recorded (Figure 3a). The treatments of EDTA in the
soil and IAA as a foliar spray significantly improved the flavonoid production of the host.
However, the amounts were lower in comparison to the untreated control plants. On the
other hand, endogenous phenolics were boosted when the soil was supplemented with the
mentioned concentration of cadmium and showed a positive correlation with cadmium lev-
els (Figure 3b). Similarly, the application of EDTA and IAA further significantly improved
the phenolic production in comparison to the untreated hosts. A similar tendency was also
noted in the case of endogenous proline production, i.e., increases in the cadmium levels
were associated with accumulated proline contents, and they showed a direct proportion
(Figure 3c). Improvements were also recorded with the application of EDTA and IAA in
the presence of the mentioned supplements of cadmium in the soil.

Significant declines in the total protein and lipid levels were recorded in the host plants
when the aforementioned levels of cadmium were supplemented in the soil (Figure 3d).
EDTA-amended soil and foliar IAA enhanced the protein and lipid contents. However, the
quantity was lowest compared to the untreated plants (Figure 3e). Similar tendencies were
also noted in the accumulation of the total sugar contents of the sunflowers, which showed
a decline with the increase in cadmium concentration (Figure 3f). Significant improvements
were recorded with EDTA and IAA application. However, the sugar contents remained
lower than in the control plants.
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Figure 3. Effects of Cd levels, EDTA, and IAA on (a) flavonoids, (b) phenolics, (c) proline, (d) 
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Figure 3. Effects of Cd levels, EDTA, and IAA on (a) flavonoids, (b) phenolics, (c) proline, (d) protein,
(e) lipids, and (f) sugar contents of H. annuus. Data are the means of three replicates ± standard
errors, and the letters represent significant differences (p < 0.05).

3.4. Antioxidant Response

Plants in stress boost their antioxidant system to cope with the primary and secondary
stressful conditions. In the current scenario, treating plants with cadmium decreased the
production of catalases as the metal level increased in the soil (Figure 4a). No further
improvements were recorded with the application of EDTA in the soil or the foliar appli-
cation of IAA at all supplemented levels of cadmium. A contrasting tendency was noted
in the case of ascorbate peroxidases, indicating a multifold increase with the increase in
metal in the soil up to 150 mg/kg (Figure 4b). Similar improvements were also recorded
with the application of EDTA and IAA. Nonetheless, the enzyme units were lower than in
cadmium-stressed plants.
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3.5. Metal Determination

The total cadmium contents in the plant parts increased with the increase in cadmium
supplementation in the soil from 0 to 150 mg/kg (Figure 5a). A similar tendency was also
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noted in the case of the application of EDTA, showing increased accumulation with the
increase in metal in the soil. In the case of the foliar application of IAA, an even higher
accumulation was recorded as the cadmium supplementation was elevated in the soil.
The highest accumulation was noted in the plants treated with the foliar application of
IAA, followed by EDTA application and only cadmium-stressed plants. Similarly, the
accumulation was enhanced by an increase in exposure time. A lower accumulation was
recorded in the plants exposed for 15 days to cadmium supplements. An interesting
result was found in case of 30 days of exposure, which showed a decline in accumulation
compared to 15 days of exposure. However, after 60 days of exposure, the maximum
increase was recorded in the accumulation of cadmium from the soil, showing a direct
relation to the duration of exposure to metals supplemented in the soil.
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Similar patterns were also recorded in the case of translocation of the metal to the
aerial parts of the plants (Figure 5b). A higher amount was recorded in the roots of
the plants, followed by the leaves of the host. The lowest accumulation was recorded
in the stem, and no accumulation was recorded in the seeds of the sunflowers. When
treating plants with cadmium levels, an increase in the accumulation in the roots was
recorded. However, the application of EDTA in the soil and foliar IAA further enhanced the
accumulation in the roots, thereby enhancing phytoremediation potential. A contrasting
tendency was noted in case of the stems, i.e., with the inclination of metal level, the
accumulation decreased in a concentration-based manner. The application of EDTA in the
soil induced a significant improvement in the translocation to the stem. Interesting results
were recorded when foliar IAA was applied, showing the highest accumulation in the stems
at higher levels of cadmium supplementation. In the case of the leaves, a dose-dependent
increase was recorded with the cadmium levels. Nonetheless, EDTA application lowered
the translocation of cadmium to the leaves in a concentration-based manner in comparison
to the stressed control plants. Similarly, a significant increase was recorded with IAA
application, showing higher translocation and the accumulation of cadmium in the leaves.

4. Discussion

The increase in global population requires higher yields and production, which could
be possible with better soil health and balanced nutrient conditions. Soil reclamation and
the removal of these toxic metals are challenging tasks for agriculturists and other plants
scientists [27,28]. The removal of toxic heavy metals from the agroecological zones in a
sustainable way is the call of the day [29–31]. Among the techniques, phytoremediation
with hyperaccumulating plants with short lives could be a possible solution to maintain
better health in soils and increase their productivity to meet the food demands for the ever-
growing human populations [32]. In the current scenario, sunflowers supplemented with
the aforementioned levels of the cadmium were severely impaired in terms of plant height,
root length, and chlorophyll contents [33]. The chlorophyll content decreased in a dose-
dependent manner in response to cadmium. A similar pattern of chlorophyll reduction
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has been reported in previous studies [34–39]. The excessive ROS production leads to the
oxidation of the chlorophyll contents, leading to their degeneration and degradations as a
result of secondary oxidative stress. The inhibition of chlorophyll may be attributed to the
inhibition of enzymes involving pigment biosynthesis in response to cadmium, as has been
previously demonstrated by Qian et al. (2009). Moreover, cadmium stress has shown to
induce an imbalance in cell redox homeostasis, which leads to oxidative damage in plants
(Hendrix et al., 2020).

The application of EDTA in the soil and foliar IAA reduced the effects of Cd by 8, 9, and
7% at 50, 100, and 150 mg/kg, respectively. To cope with stressful environmental constrains,
plants produce a range of substances, including phytohormones, such as IAA and SA, and
other metabolites, such as flavonoids, phenolics, proteins, proline, and sugar, to maintain
homeostatic conditions inside the cell and maintain cell viability under environmental
constrains [40,41]. Among the phytohormones, IAA not only acts as a plant growth
promotor, but recently it was also revealed that it has a role in stress mitigation [42]. In the
current scenario, a decline in the total IAA content was recorded with the increase in metal
concentration in the medium. This was probably due to the fact that beyond a threshold
level the metal causes the breaking down of IAA, which results in lower synthesis and
the accumulation of IAA by the host, resulting in lower growth, development, and hence
lower biomass production, which was recorded in the current study [43]. On the other
hand, salicylic acid is a stress hormone that showed an increasing pattern with higher metal
levels. Additionally, SA is known to reduce stress in individuals from several kingdoms,
including humans, plants, and animals. Along these lines, it stands to reason that perhaps
the host could be employing increased production as a stress management technique. In
order to help their host to survive the harsh situation, chaperones, heat shock proteins,
antioxidants, and genes involved in the manufacture of secondary metabolites such as
sinapyl alcohol dehydrogenase, cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase, and cytochrome P450
are all activated by SA [44,45]. In the current condition, SA production was enhanced with
increases in the metal concentration in a dose-dependent manner, which is an effective
stress-mitigating strategy for ameliorating host stress tolerance [46]. Phytohormones and
other stress-related metabolites relieve cadmium, and the resultant ROS accumulation also
plays a key role in the mitigation of cadmium stress in sunflowers by improving growth and
strengthening the antioxidant and metabolic systems [47]. To cope with metal stress, plants
produce a range of secondary metabolites, including flavonoids, phenolics, low-molecular-
weight protein, and sugar and proline contents [48]. In the current condition, lower
flavonoid contents were recorded upon exposure to the mentioned levels of cadmium [49].
These lower flavonoids were perhaps because cadmium-induced stress results in the
disturbance of the phenylalanine pathway, resulting in lower flavonoid production [50,51].
On the contrary, higher levels of phenolics were recorded at all mentioned levels of the
metal. The phenolics were acting as effective ROS quenchers to relieve the stressful metal
conditions [52]. Similarly, higher proline contents were recorded with the exposure of
aforementioned concentrations of the metal. The proline contents act as an osmolyte,
maintaining the host osmotic adjustment [53–55]. On the other hand, the protein, lipid, and
sugar contents showed declines with the increase in metal [56]. This was probably due to
the fact that a higher metal level caused toxicity to the cell, leading to systematic cell death.
In some cases, the metal acts as a competing inhibitor and binds with the active sites of the
enzymes, thus making them malfunction, resulting in lower production of protein, lipid,
and sugar contents [57].

Plants produce ample amounts of antioxidants in response to environmental con-
strains, which aid the host to cope with the ROS produced as a result of the environmental
stressors. In the current findings, lower catalase activity was recorded in all treatments
compared to the control plants [58]. On the contrary, higher ascorbate peroxidase levels
were recorded for each increase in metal in the soil. Higher ascorbate peroxidase contents
showed efficient ROS scavenging and enhanced the stress tolerance of the host plants [59].
In order to control the ROS levels and preserve cellular homeostasis under stress, plants
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have a battery of antioxidant molecules. One essential antioxidant enzyme of such scav-
enging systems is ascorbate peroxidase (APX). It utilizes ascorbate as an electron donor
to catalyze the transformation of H2O2 into H2O and O2. In response to environmental
challenges and during typical plant growth and development, APX expression is variably
regulated. Depending on their subcellular location and the presence of certain regula-
tory elements in the upstream regions of the corresponding genes, various isoforms of
APX exhibit distinct responses to environmental stressors [60]. In a previous study, the
supplementation of thiourea as a scavenger of ROS changed the expression of various
arsenic (As)-related transporter genes in flag leaves and developing grains (inflorescence) of
rice [61]. The antioxidant enzymes were also altered, and as accumulation was significantly
reduced in rice. Moreover, vermicomposting in conjunction with phytoremediation can be
an efficient strategy to restrict the bioavailability of soil pollutants [61].

Different factors affect the bioavailability of cadmium to the host plants, including
pH, moisture, and the temperature of the surroundings. The bioavailability of cadmium
increased with an increase in the pH based on pore water concentrations, explaining the
reduced competition of H+ ions making cadmium more bioavailable in pore water at a
high pH [62]. Cadmium sorption to the soils, estimated from water-soluble concentrations,
was not significantly affected by the soil moisture content [63]. In a study with ryegrass,
the uptake of both 109Cd and 65 Zn and their stable isotopes was higher in ryegrass grown
at 21 ◦C than that grown at 9 ◦C. Results from a fractionation and speciation analysis of soil
cadmium and zinc were correlated with plant uptake, and there was a good consistency
between the observed plant uptake, the physicochemical forms of cadmium and zinc in the
soil, and the soil solution presumed to be available to the plants [64]. However, in a study
with metal and silicon, the bioavailability decreased with an increase in temperature [15].
The absorption of the metal by the host root showed a multifold dose-dependent increase
when sunflower seedlings were grown in a soil condition spiked with the mentioned levels
of the selected metal [45,65]. The higher uptake leads to higher bioremediation of the
environment [48,66,67]. On the contrary, an increase was recorded in the Cd accumulation
with the application of EDTA [68]. Similarly, the application of IAA tends to increase the
accumulation of cadmium in the plant parts [69,70]. The IAA helps the plant to adjust
to abiotic stresses. Moreover, IAA is an acidic hormone that helps to make the cell wall
more flexible to expansion and cell division [71,72]. As a result of cell expansion and
cell division, more compartments are available for metal compartmentalization, thereby
dividing the stress to minimize its effects and allow the plant to grow normally, even at
higher levels of metal in the medium [72]. In the current scenario, the accumulation of the
metal increased with an increase in the exposure duration. Lower accumulation was noted
in the sunflower with a duration of exposure to the metal of 15 days, followed by 30 days
of exposure, and higher accumulation was recorded at 60 days of cadmium exposure.
Similarly, higher translocation to the upper parts was also recorded. Higher absorption
and accumulation were recorded by the roots and were subsequently translocated to the
aerial parts of the plants. The accumulation of cadmium increased in the roots with the
increase in metal supplements in the soil. The translocation and subsequent accumulation
showed a decline in the case of the stem as the metal supplements increased in the soil [73].
The EDTA and IAA supplements increased the metal accumulation in the stem [68,74].
The highest translocation was recorded to the leaves of the sunflower, which showed a
higher accumulation of cadmium. A positive correlation was recorded with the metal levels.
Similarly, the rate of translocation and accumulation was higher with the application of
both EDTA in the soil and foliar IAA [75]. For instance, no accumulation of cadmium was
recorded in the seeds of the host plants.

5. Conclusions

The current evidence shows that Cd at higher concentrations actively accumulated
in the hyperaccumulating plants, and beyond the threshold level (the WHO permissible
level of 0.003 mg/kg), Cd exerted toxic effects in its host. The order of H. annuus plant
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parts based on the Cd concentration was stem > leaves > root and shoot > root. However,
no accumulation or translocation were recorded in the seeds at any level of the metal and
exposure time, ensuring food safety. The Cd accumulation in the leaves, stems, and roots
increased in combination with EDTA and IAA compared to Cd applications alone in the
control. The concentrations of Cd after 60 days in H. annuus subjected to Cd150 + EDTA
+ IAA exhibited a maximum accumulation of Cd of 64.80 mg/kg. The application of
EDTA in soil and foliar IAA further improved the phytoremediation potential of the
host and reduced the metal contaminant efficiently at the site. The application of these
chemicals could be the possible solution for the rapid and enhanced bioremediation of sites
contaminated with higher levels of cadmium.
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